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A
slender region along the old Silk Road, Gansu is a place
to see the end of the Great Wall, to learn how Buddhism
spread serenely across Asia and to walk in Marco Polo’s

footsteps across immense landscapes. The good news for trav-
ellers is that Gansu has seen quick development in recent
years: New high-speed train lines, upgrades to tourist sites and
a general easing of what was once a very dusty journey
indeed. All of these improvements but a relative lack of visi-
tors, at least for now, make this the time to experience the
province’s vastness all to yourself.

Soaring dunes and otherworldly landscapes
Gansu’s arid landscape builds from the flat, sandy Gobi

Desert lowlands to a 5500m apex in the Qilian Mountains in
the south part of the province. Its elongated mid-section
(Gansu is often likened to the shape of a gourd by the
Chinese) is a narrow valley fronted on both sides by dry hills.

This, the Hexi Corridor, was the final tubular realm through
which banished souls of bygone ages traversed before exit-
ing the Chinese empire for good. Along the way, the Yellow
River and her friends dig ravines. Summer monsoon showers
carve peculiar shapes into baked-dry hills built from the
colours of autumn.

The list of Gansu’s must-see landscapes reads like a poem:
Elegant Mercury-Red Park, Vast Connecting Mountains, Red
Cloud Landform. Follow the Yellow River to a dam near
Linxia and you will find small, sharp grey hills pricking the sky
above a still, green reservoir, overseen by the grand Buddha
at Bingling Si. In Dunhuang, clamber up Singing Sands Dune,
where the particles croon in western winds, to an ocean of
sand mountains - the Taklamakan Desert stretches out from
here to the back of beyond. To get down again, a stable of
sand-sleds await those who don’t mind getting grains in
every orifice.

No people. No sounds of any
kind, really, except the unseen
wind whipping against a 
lonesome rock formation some
distance away. It’s hard to say
how far. The sun glints through
a bright blue dome, giving 
everything in your peripheral
vision a hazy, washed out effect.
Standing in the middle of the
desert in one of China’s most
remote provinces, you feel
dreamily far away from 
everything. Gansu is one of
China’s least populous
provinces, and though it’s fair to
say that its capital, Lanzhou - a
city of 3.6 million - is more than
busy, the reason to come here 
is to feel removed.
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